As the supply voltage is scaling down, both SNR and the circuit noise immunity are reduced. In this paper, we develop a new isolated noise-tolerant technique to prevent the dynamic circuit from the noise interference. As compared with the state of the art design, the noise immunity can be enhanced by 1.5X. For enhancing the noise-tolerance, we can save 81% power delay product (PDP) in severe low SNR environment. Moreover, the proposed circuit can achieve 81% and 39% energy saving as compared with the conventional domino circuit and twin-transistor design, respectively.
Recently, the existing noise tolerant design techniques can be mainly divided into two parts. One is to prevent the dynamic node from floating [5, 6] , and the other is to raise the source voltage to prevent the input gate from the noise injection [7] [8] [9] [10] . Preventing dynamic nodes from floating can be achieved by connecting the voltage source to the floating node or constructing the complementary p-network. However, this method is still limited the noise immunity to the upper bound as conventional static CMOS circuit. Dynamic circuit is one of popular logic families due to the high speed and performance characteristics. However, dynamic circuit is inherently susceptible to noise because of the floating situation occurs in the evaluation phase and the noise margin is just Vth (threshold voltage). Fig. 1 illustrates that dynamic circuits are more susceptible to noise as compared to static circuits. Under this condition, the dynamic circuit will have a logic failure but the static circuit only produces a glitch. Consequently, how to deal with the noise issue in dynamic circuits becomes the urgent design challenge. Therefore, in this paper, we develop a new noise-tolerant technique, called isolated noise-tolerant technique (INT) to prevent the noise interference in the dynamic circuit. With our proposed technique, the noise-tolerant mechanism will not be Raising the source voltage of pull-down network can increase the transistor threshold voltage. In Fig. 4 (a) [7] , it uses a pull-up device to increase the source voltage of NMOS to increase the noise threshold. However, such connection will lead to large dc power consumption and the output signal may be non-full-swing. Fig. 4 (b) [8] shows another approach by employing an nMOS pull-up transistor with a feedback-control. Moreover, this technique has the same problem as the Fig. 4(a) . Fig. 4 (c) [9] shows the mirror technique, which can solve both dc power consumption and non-full-swing of output signal problems. The mirror technique uses a mirror nMOS pull-down network to increase the dynamic switching threshold with the principle of Schmitt trigger. However, the stacked nMOS transistor will seriously cause the critical path. Recently, the twin-transistor technique employs an extra transistor for every transistor in the pull-down network to pull up the source potential and enhances the noise-tolerant ability in an active manner. As shown in Fig. 4(d) [10] , the drain nodes of the pull-up nMOS transistors are connected to the inputs. By this way, the charge injected by noise can be effectively discharged through this additional pull-up nMOS. Moreover, the source potential of pull-down network can also be raised along with the increasing of noise amplitude. Consequently, the noise tolerant ability of dynamic circuits can be greatly improved. However, the noise-tolerant mechanism may still possibly be destroyed by the No matter how to enhance the noise immunity by preventing the dynamic nodes from floating or by raising the source voltage of pull-down nMOS transistors, the noise-tolerant mechanisms all are not under protection; therefore, the noise-tolerant mechanism may possibly be destroyed by the noise interference. Consequently, all these existing techniques must still pay expensive design penalty in terms of speed, power, and area to achieve the noise tolerant goal. Especially as the requirement of noise tolerance is increased along with the progress of process technology, the design overhead will further increase dramatically. MNT2 is utilized to precharge node VG to make MNT1 conduct and turned off to protect the noise-tolerant mechanism from destroyed in the evaluation phase; MNT3 can provide a discharge path for maintaining function correction; MNT4 is utilized to prevent the occurrence of voltage overshooting. The weak feedback keeper can assist in preventing the dynamic node from floating. The main difference between the proposed INT technique and conventional noise-tolerant techniques is that the noise-tolerant mechanism in the INT circuits can be protected from being destroyed even if the noise input is enormous.
IV. THE PROPOSED ISOLATED NOISE-TOLERANT

B. Operation of the Proposed Noise-Tolerant Technique
The operation of the proposed circuits can be separated into pre-charge phase and evaluation phase. To simplify the explanation of operation in the proposed noise-tolerant circuit, we take the dynamic buffer circuit as example. The same operation principle can be popularized to all other dynamic circuits. 1) Pre-charge Phase:
In the pre-charge phase, the clock signal CLK is low and the inverse clock signal CLKb is high. The dynamic node X is charged to logic high and the output node OUT is logic low. In this phase, Fig.4 (a) is a simple illustration of the buffer circuit, node VG in the buffer circuit is precharged to high to make MNT1 conduct because MNT2 is turned on by CLKb and MNT3 is turned off by OUT. The conduction of MNT1 is essential for raising the source voltage of MN1 to enhance the noise-tolerance in evaluation phase.
2) Evaluation Phase:
In the evaluation phase, CLK is switched to high and CLKb is switched to low. The dynamic node X is floating because MP1 is turned off by CLK; therefore, the noise-isolated noise-tolerant mechanism must be activated in this phase to prevent the floating node X from being disturbed by the noise.
As the input A is logic "0", the noise-tolerant mechanism is activated by MNT2 and MNT3. Fig. 4(c) is a simple illustration, MNT2 will be turned off as CLKb switches to low and MNT3 will also be turned off since the input A is logic "0"; therefore, node VG is isolated and latched in logic high to maintain the conduction of MNT1. As noise interrupts the circuit as illustrated in Fig.4 (b) , the noise charge can be drained away immediately through MINT1 to node Vs and the source voltage of MNi will be raised by the disturbing signal. Hence, the noise-tolerant ability can be enhanced. Because the noise-tolerant ability is enhanced by raising the source voltage of MNi; therefore, it is important to maintain the conducting situation of M\NT1 to achieve good noise immunity. In the evaluation phase of proposed circuit, the conduction situation of MINTI can be hold because the node VG is isolated.
Therefore, the noise-tolerant mechanism can be protected and the noise-tolerant ability will not degrade even under enormous noise interference. As the input A is logic "1", the node X will be pull-down to logic low and OUT is logic high. As a result, the charge in the node VG can be discharged to turn off MINT1 to ensure the correctness of function in normal mode, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (d). The gate voltage of noise-tolerant transistor (NT-transistor) dominates the capability of noise-tolerance. The degradation of gate voltage results in the descent of noise-tolerant ability. In the conventional noise-tolerant techniques, the gate voltage of noise-tolerant transistor usually degrades as the interference of noise goes serious. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , the gate voltage of noise-tolerant transistor degrades quickly as the injecting noise is high enough to turn the pull-down nMOS transistor on. The degradation of gate voltage will further aggravate the interference of noise because the noise tolerant mechanism is destroyed. Preventing the degradation of gate voltage can preserve the ability of draining the noise charge away. In the proposed design, the gate voltage of noise-tolerant transistor MiNT1 can be isolated from noise interference; therefore, the noise-tolerant mechanism can be prevented from been destroyed. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , the gate voltage of MINT in the proposed circuit will not degrade even if the injecting noise is enormous. The corresponding source voltage (Vs) is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . From Fig. 5(b) , we can see that the source voltage is raised in a noise-dependent manner in active style noise-tolerant circuits. Moreover, the source voltage can still be raised even under serious noise interference. Therefore, in the proposed design, the noise-tolerant ability can be greatly improved VG (proposed) NIC, we can distinguish the noise-tolerant ability of different design styles. The upper curves in Fig. 6 represent the circuit can operate in noisier environment. As compared with the state of the art design, the noise immunity can be enhanced by 1.5X. To quantify the information in the NIC, average noise threshold energy (ANTE) [1, 5, 9, 10 ] is a convenient metric that can be directly derived from the NIC by averaging the energy of noise pulses that cause the function error and it can be normalized to NANTE. Table 1 shows the comparison results of ANTE and NANTE, the proposed circuit is more energy efficient and expends 39-81% less energy. 
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NOISE-TOLERANT DYNAMIC CIRCUIT TECHNIQUE
In this session, we will discuss the trade-off between the noise-tolerant enhancement and performance overhead. The performance comparison results of various noise-tolerant techniques in dynamic circuits are based on TSMC 0.18um process technology. In the 2-input AND gate, the input pattern is applied based on the consideration of the worst case of noise interference, while input A is logic "1" and input B initially is logic "0".
In the following, we will further take the noise duration into consideration, we can use the noise immunity curves (NICs) [1, 5, 9, 10] to compare the performance of various noise-tolerant techniques. This curve is the locus of amplitude (Vnoise) and noise duration (Tnoise) combinations. By using the increase; especially the delay time of dynamic circuits will be postponed. We compare the delay time while applying different noise-tolerant techniques in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 , the mirror technique which is a kind of the passive mode noise-tolerant technique must spend expensive design overhead up to 39X NT-transistor size to operate accurately under severely noisy signal. However, as shown in Fig. 7 , the proposed design can easily provide low design overhead against noise, while the twin-transistor technique must pay 23X extra size effort and 0.7X speed penalty. In other words, under the same performance sacrifice of speed, the proposed design has better noise tolerant ability. In Fig. 8 , we compare the performance penalty in terms of power-delay-product (PDP) for enhancing the noise tolerance. The proposed design provides evident superiority in saving the performance penalty as compared with the twin and mirror techniques. In the very noisy environment which the SNR is low to 3.2dB, the proposed design can save 46% and 81% performance penalty in PDP. Fig.9 is the carry generation circuit with the proposed INT mechanism which shows in the dash line block and the dash-line transistors are used to solve the direct conducting path problem. Fig. 10 is the chip layout of the total area without pad is 0.68*0.15 mm'2. Chip performance is summarized in Table 2 . Comparing with different noise-tolerant technique, the proposed design has a lower delay time and PDP. Moreover, in the seriously noisy environment, the proposed design uses only 3X NT-size to operate accurately. The carry-out waveform of the Manchester adder using the proposed and the conventional design is shown in Fig. 11 . We input the AWGN noise interference to the adder and the waveform reveals that the noise tolerant technique can effectively immunize the adder from the noise interference. In this paper, a high noise-immunity and energy efficiency design technique for dynamic circuits is presented. Comparing with the state of the art design, the noise immunity can be enhanced up to 1.5X. In the low SNR (3.2dB) environment, the proposed design can save 81% performance penalty in PDP.
